one day, independence day!
intro
The Surrender of Japan in 1945 signaled
the long-fought-for freedom of Corea.
What awaited the rejoicing people was
another wave of foreign domination by
the Allied Powers; this time, dividing the
country in two.

how to start

objective

Each village lives 1000 ppl.

Randomely assign the four
character cards. Take time to
read your card as it Provides
personal information to get to
know him better.

Each city lives 2000 ppl.

the rotation goes from blue to
white to orange to yellow.

As one of the four popular political
figures, spread most supporters on the
map to lead your own country.

The capital city lives 5000 ppl.

event cards
-

Event cards are absolute rules
that every player must abide by.
event cards are drawn according
to the same order: from blue to
white to orange to yellow.
players have to make moves
according to the order written
on the card: from top to bottom.

this order signifies their relevance to foreign powers.

Taking over

: replacing an opposing supporter with
your supporter. the replaced opposing supporter is ‘lost.’

losing (supporter) : the supporter is taken off the

board permanently. he/she is beyond salvage. the player
who drew the event card gets to choose which supporter
is taken away for every player including self.
a figure-head can only be taken over by another figure-head. the figure-head is not lost, but relocated to a
different region of his choice.

how to play
- each player places seven supporters on the board on
the first round
- if you surround an opposing supporter by five of
your own supporters, you can replace the opponent’s
supporter with another one of yours.
- when a region is occupied only with your supporters,
you can claim that region as yours. Only event cards
can affect this rule.
- Draw an event card every three rounds.

The Game ends when every event
card has been opened.
The score is then calculated
according to the number of
supporters you have on the board.
May you lead the country to the
long waited freedom and
independence that countless
Coreans sacrifised for.

one day,.. hopefully

equipment
figure-heads

event cards
map board

supporters x many

tip; you don’t have to take
over all the suppoerters
that the card allows you to.
cooperation can be the key
to defeat the invisible
foreign figures
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